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Continuity
Def:Face, Idso such that20-> A1xs)>.

x 'c Br(x) fixeBa)f(x)
Thi 5: X-Y continuous > U Wopen, VIY, I Uopen,IEX such that

x et =f(x) =U

Th'm FixxY continuous E> *Uopen, V2Y => f(V)
open, f(V)&X.

(pf(()) Want toShow (WTS) Axef(V), Ar>o such that
Take x = f"(V) E11dix,r f(x) =V

V open = I w'To such thatBri(f(x) =V
=>I U>0 such thatBr(x)If(Br /tWs)) = f(V) #

1) Take V as open ball.



Corr. (F) is closed if F is closed and f is continuous.

(pt) f(F) =(f/E!) is closed since f')FY is open.
#

--- open by
thin

Thi fix-Y is continous and 8:4-> Iis continuous.

=>gof: X-> Eis continuous

is open.(p+ #1) Wopen, We=> 1908)"(W) =Anthe
Byabove thin, got is continuous. A

(pf#2) WTS:19x0 E470 and thatB*(X) =(80-1(B*(805(x1))
Since I is continuous, E1,30 ach thatBI, I(x) = g-YB(19-!(x)

I

- is continuous,
Ido such thatB*(*) -> f(B8, (1x)

=--(5(B=((5f)(x))). #



Thim 5:x->Y, continuous. K compact, KIX. = f(K) compact& f(x) -Y.

(5) [Va3:open cover of f(K).

=>IfNalY:open cover ofK.

=>(f/Vai):finiteopen cover ofK.

=>SVaiy:finiteopen cover ofSIK). *

Uniformly Continuous
This fix+Y continuous, X: compact - Iis uniformlycontinuous.

i.e. F-, d, X, f(x),x) < d =f(f(x),f(x)) < 2
-

IndependentofX!!



Thin 5: X-Y, continuous. (connectedin x=> f(C) connected in Y.

(p5) Suppose f(C)=AUB, non-empty & separated.

Claim:f"(A), f) is separated.
i.e.f(A) 1f(B) =4
I &

-(A) 1 +
-

(B) =f(AUB)
*

IVT J: x-eRcontinuous, Xconnected
If f(x) =a,f(x2) =b, c - (a,b],
then 1 xGXsuch thatf(x) = c.



Differentiability
Det:Afunction f:[a,b] - SIR is differentiable at xif

him4t= h, and the derivative of 5 atX is f(x) =5.
-->X

Def:Afunction f:[a,b]- IR is differentiable if itis differentiable

atall x = (a, b].

EX:f(x) =x":= =lix+t =2x,fx =xx.
+-X

EX:fIx=sixX:hin*-bi-h,wilt.t -X + -X

=cosX =f(x)
Ex: f(x) =1x) is notdiff. at x=0:to-to doesn'texist.



Prop. 5 is diff. It is continuous

Its Ifx*- exist, then xxt+ 0 -> f(x)-f14)- 0

#

Note:The converse is nottrue.Continuous function f(x) =(x) is notdiff. at X =0.

EX:If Iis diff, is 'continuous?

No!f(x =sin(), xto is liff. ->f(x) =2 2xsin(t)-coilt), xtoX =0 0 X =0
S I↑Notcontinuous atX=0



Pep. (i) (t +81 =f' +g ipts (i) txt-git(ii) (g)=fg +fg
liii) f =c =t =0

=h +-8
+-X

= f(x) +g(x) #

Allassofleetx-t

(iii) h=0x
t+x

(iv) Since (85) =0 =0+g(t)' -(t) =-
By(ii), ()=7's + +15-Its



Ex:f(x)
=x2. =f(x) =(x).x +x(x) =2X sine (x)=x E = 1.

=>(x=(X4.x +x"(x) =2x+x =3x2

By Induction, (x)
=nx

EX:f(x) = ,x =0 =f(x) =yifsinx)'x-kinx).1x)']=M*
for X0.

Rolle's ThinIf fi2a, b3-IR is diff. and f(a)=f(b),
Then, Ice(9,b), such thatf() =0.

(pt) If f(x) =c, then fix)=0 tx=S4, b]

Ifnot, by Weierstrass Thim, I achieves maximum or minimum is (9,b).

Suppose 5(c) is maximum (WCOs), ca(a,b)
j

fill= t =0 since I"
co

-20



MVT (Mean Value Thin)
If f:[9,3]-> IR is diff., then 1c+(a,b) such thatf1b++(a) =f(E)(b -a).

(pt)f(x) =f(x) - rx,r
=2

g(b) - 91a) =(f(b) - f(a)) - 2(b- a) =0 =g(b) =f(a).

By Rolle's Thim, Iceca, by such thatg'kl= f'k) -r =0

=>f(x - r =.
Prop. If fix/s0, OX, then t is increasing.
pt) For b>a, f(b)-f(a) =f(c).)b-a), for some cela,b)

Vo

So, f(c)(0 =f(b) < f(a).


